GC141 Digital Illustration

Historical Playing Card

Create a face card using a famous person from history.
Choose a well known person from history - a world leader, military
leader, scientist, explorer, etc. Research this person to learn what
they are about. Take the opportunity to discover someone new.
Write a short one page biography for this person explaining what
they were responsible for or why they are important in history.
Objectives
You will learn how to
create an interesting composition with a sensitivity to color.
create a likeness of a person in vector art.
create an original unique pattern swatch for a fill using Adobe Illustrator's Swatches palette.
create an original unique patterned border using Adobe Illustrator's Pattern Brush.
employ reference material in creating a cohesive design of multiple elements.

The portrait must be a double reversed image as face cards commonly are. It must include at least one hand
and a prop of some sort, however the prop does not need to be in the hand. You will use all the techniques you
have learned thus far to produce a realistic rendering and likeness of the person you choose. Create the back
of the card using a pattern fill that you create from scratch. Also, you must create an original Pattern Brush
for a border treatment on your card.

Gather multiple photographic references for the person and the prop. Images must be fairly
large and of high quality. Also gather playing card references. Proceed to the next step
brainstorm, thumbnail, and sketch until you arrive at your final design solution.
The finished card will be 2 ½ X 3 ½" with 1/8" round corners. In addition to the small card,
create a duplicate card at 200%. You will mount both versions on mat board and attach a cover
sheet. Create and submit a PDF process notebook that documents your entire process.
Submit the Illustrator files.
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Some people to consider:
Albert Einstein
Akio Morita
Charles Lindbergh
Oliver Cromwell
Queen Elizabeth (Elizabeth I of England)
Anne Frank
Benjamin Franklin
Helen Keller
George Washington Carver
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Margaret Thatcher

Abraham Lincoln
Teddy Roosevelt
Samuel F.B. Morse
Napoleon Bonaparte
Isaac Newton
Rosa Parks
Willis Carrier
Queen Victoria
Pancho Villa
George Washington
more...
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